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USING RATIO METHODS CF PSYCHOPHYSICS, THE INVESTIGATOR
STUDIED LOCAL AND PROFESSIONAL STATUS SYSTEMS OF TWO PHYSICS
DEPARTMENTS. TO CLARIFY THE NATURE OF AND THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN LOCAL AND PROFESSIONAL STATUS, AND, IN TURN, THEIR
RELATIONSHIP TO INFLUENCE AND SALARY, RELEVANT DATA WERE
COLLECTED FROM PROFESSORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS THROUGH
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS. THE RESPONDENT EXCHANGE THEORY CF
STATUS, WHICH IS BASED ON A PROPORTIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
STATUS AND INCOME, WAS THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK WHICH
PROVIDED THE RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY. FOOLED ESTIMATES MADE
BY THE PROFESSORS THEMSELVES INDICATED THAT THE AMOUNT OF
INFLUENCE A PROFESSOR HAS WILL INCREASE AS A POWER FUNCTION
CF THE AMOUNT OF LOCAL STATUS HE HAS IN THE DEPARTMENT. IN
ADDITION, THE AMOUNT CF SALARY A PROFESSOR RECEIVED VARIED
APPROXIMATELY AS A SQUARE ROOT FUNCTION OF HIS LOCAL STATUS.
BUTH LOCAL AND PROFESSIONAL STATUS APPEARED TO BE DETERMINED
BY A SET OF. VARIABLES. IN GENERAL, THE RESULTS SUPPORTED THE
RESPONDENT EXCHANGE THEORY OF STATUS. (GD) .
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AN EXPLQRATORY',STUDY OF-COLLECTIVE. VALUES AND CONFLICTS

AMONG COLLEGE PROFESSORS

Values, Status, Influence, Salary, and Physics Professors

_In modern social ,exchange theory, iritimr.iti relationships are assumed
to exist cirriong valued attributes :arid: behaviors which. a person provides an Organi-
zation, the status or esteem which lid earns in that organization, his influence in
that Organization, and the salary which he receives. Consider the following ptop-
oiltions from Homan (1961):

The more valuable to other members of a group the ac-
tivities a man emits to them, he higher is the esteem in which
they hold hint (p. 162). (1)

Definition: The larger the number of other members a single
members is regu Orly able to influence, the higher is his authority in

routhe gri ( 186). (2)

The higher a man's esteem in a group, the higher his
authority is apt to be (p. 268) (3)

The valUe of what a member receives by way of reward
. . should be proportional to his esteem, that is, to the val-

ue to them of the activities ho contributes (p. 234). (4)

These propositions suggest, then, that a porton hypothetically earns status in an
organization in direct proportion to the value of-the attributes and behavior which
he providet that organization, and the status, thus earned, determines (I) the

- amount of influence or authority a person will have in the organization, and (2)
his salary--his offiditil reward, that ii= .-to the extent distributive justite obtains.
The latter, the "just Or prOpOrtional) relationship between status and Moan* appartintly
exists as a quasi-equilibrium. To the extent that salary is not(prOpOrtional to status,
Iiiitittice 'obtains, and the greater the deviation Fran proportionality, the greater the
distributive injustice. Such injustices product' anger or guilt which In turn trigger
off all sorts of tifluilibrating behaviora slow tioWii.tir spy an
increase or decrease-in cicaVititys or ctualit)i of work,
Ada rni'haS inr eXtelitini'.-diSOUSSiOn of `fie various

.an

heti Oro Iittand- pietas-0f #Vidsenoe which
theory may-be true in brood--Otitline, for some orgiiiiiiikiont,
hasprosinted Cotivincifre evident* that in the goveniniiititai bureau
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status,' as gauged by a number of behavioral indexes, was earned by providing
the neophyte agent's with competent help. Hamblin and Smith (1966) found that
status in a graduate department of a university was apparently earned to the
extent:'cr'professcir provided what is usually assuined in academic -Circles to be
valued attributes and behavior. (2) Blau's (1955) and other studies (cf. Homans
1961) have suggested that high status people generally have the influence. (3)
Hamblin (1966) has shown that in the Navy, the rule of distributive justice appar-
ently applies, that average income for the various officer ranks does, in fact, in-
crease proportionately with the status or esteem usually associated with those ranks.
The high correlations. in this latter study suggest that what Homans calls a practical
equilibrium does obtain because of distributive justice, and Adams 0965), shows
that overages and underages in income (as gauged by the status of the recipient)
create guilt and/or anger, respectively, which trigger equilibrating behaviors which
work to bring income and status into proportion.

This evidence, while sketchy, is suggestive enough to warrant a full
scale investigation of the theory in toto. While the theory should apply to any
organization which employs people,, iWacademic organization, particularly grad-
uate departments of universities, provide an interesting case, in part because the
status and incomes of graduate professors are in such great flux and in part because
such departments provide important complications.

4

I
In the first place, in a graduate department there are two kinds of

status which count: local status in the departmental organization and professional
status in the relevant discipline. Local status appears to depend in port upon
merit of teaching, merit of administrative and/or committee work, and upon tak-
ing the professor 'rale generally, whereas professional status depends primarily upon
the quantity and quality of pUblithed research or scholarly work. Yet, this is not
to imply that local and professional status are unrelated. Presumably, the local
status of a professor in almost any graduate department is determined in part by his
professional status. 1

The important theoretical question is whether local or professional status
determines influence and salary in graduate departments. Since local status is sup-
posed to be proportional to the value of that which the professor provides. the de-
pOirhtient, it, and not professional status, should' determine influence and salary.

Yet one who is intimate with the workings of graduate departmitrits
might guess that the move reasoning- may not hold for salaries during _potio!dtof
mid" 11* as is now 'occurring "in academia. Many raises in talariot atki#01,00" to
Match offeisi These of4-01-6* auatty deteeintfied-ptimoili by profiiiietial

itilattetf, particularly in the higher ranked graduate departments,
May be determined by professional rather than local status.

-2-



These then' re thesubstontive hypoti*sesa. Inleitiroythem -1 propose
to use -,the:-*io ,Mecistire Ment .protedUret-ancli-- in,generata the rine e!Oped
in tho-AeW psyChaphysits by S. S. 'Stevens- (cf. 1960 and 1962).
thoiol '1444:Steel -'10y now, are precire enough to give vigorous fett to t
tiduitirly !fit is expressed` in language of mathematics, the functioned equation
(Cf. Hamblin, 1966). So, let me now turn to the mathematizatiOn 'Of the above
hypothefet

As suggested previously (Hamblin and Smith, 1966), esteem or status op-
porently is a sentiment or a feeling. The important characteristic about fecilings is
that they have an involuntary quality; people usually do not think "Now 1 choose to
be happy, to be sad, or whatever." Rather, the magnitude of these feelings states
ordinarily increase or decrease automatically as a function of the magnitude of the
conditioned or the unconditioned stimuli Whith produce them. Such involuntary or
automatic responses are generally called respondents as contrasted with operant re-
sponses, and, as I have suggested elsewhere (Hamblin, 1966), stimulus-respondent
relationships' appear_ to be described by a power function:

R = cSn

or in logarithms

.log R = log + n log S

where R is the magnitude of respondent response, S is the magnitude of a conditioned
or unconditioned stimulus which produces the response and where c and n are para-
meters which -ore- determined empirically.2 This-bivariate Case appears To generalize
to the multivariate case as follows:

or

log R = log c + ni log S1 . . . + nk log Sk

R = cSi . . . Sk
nk

where. . .Sk.are the magnitudes of the k stimuli which in fact combine multi-
PliCatiSly ie-produc,(9 R, the magnitude of A. response.. This general jaw appears
to Oeitribe IiiVatiate, and multivariate status phenomena rather well: -.(ft?;:ts usually

1966): And it ii expected' to apply 43114. cale.,af
tl*-O4OVIii.--,s0stontiVej*POWftski- other words, OS a 0.:Sponie4 prafession0 status

tvoyorii cat ve power function of several stimuli, Merit of it,-
000' oionor-

c P
P 1



Next in the :focal Statas.a :ft presuirtably-a multiplicative
ie 'fib* 'Merit of tea Hire Mt , etc. ,

Perhapset-follows:

Next In the theoretical. chain, InflOence I and Salary .T are power functions of

local status Su which now becomes a stimulus, perhaps as follows:

where the various ci-and n s are parameters which will be determined empirically.
Thus, in addition to. testing the substan"ti"ve hypotheses, the more general stimulus-
response law- again will be put on the line.

As in the previous study (Hamblin and Smith, 1966), it is assumed
that a number of attributes and behaviors could be valued and perhaps are valued
in one department or another, and thus determine status. However, the pervasive
nation now is that academic status Vocal if not -professional) increases as (1) the
Merit of a cilessOr's publications increases, and (2) the merit of his teaching in-
Create,: Academic niayalso increase with (3) proreisii;c11=47;7-Fue761.-
more, it hat:been -ass umed that status increases with personttilbZs such as
(4) professorial demeanor, (5) cordiality, and (6) popularity.. (being liked as a
person). Academic status may increase with (7) the merit of a professor's admini-
strative or cOMMittee work, and (8) with his ability to obtain research and/or
teaching grantii :Finally, I assumed that a professor's status- might be related to
(9) the degree to which the evaluator knew the professor and his work. This last
may not be a value, but perhaps a condition that should be held constant.3

It should be Tecognited 'that- a professor participates simultaneously
in severaktatUs systems. They earn status from the other professorsin'their de-
partment, from the-others in their discipline, from the graduate students, and
from tile- adniiraltration--the chairman and the dean. These various status systems
may involve different sets of latent values that may be in conflict. Furthermore,
the indivicrilal: values Of- professort May conflict with the valuel which die

f011hirt.-de:Partinetiffai a -Whole: -HOViever any of these Conflicts could re-
-Wit in ilizi,i0kicieriicifr,Oflhe departmental itafut system --and :thus seriously influince
its:odUiatiarfardifirseh'iiraily:- output.



From a strictly 'organizational point of view at least, a status system
is subverted to the extent that status and, concomitantly, influence and salary
are not exchanged for those attributes and behaviors of the professors which are
manifestly functional for a graduate department as an educational organization.
But what are the primary manifest functions or function of a graduate department?
As far as I understand it, the main function is to produce well trained graduates
with a 141-..D. (Otherwise there must be a fantastic but interesting conspiracy
which has thus far eluded my detection, at least.)

A second function is to advance the state of knowledge in the dis-
cipline in question through research and scholarship which is published. While
most graduate departments do not claim to be in business solely as a center for
research, how does one teach people to be creative, dedicated ; esearchers with-
out having teachers who themselves are creative, dedicated researchers? 'Beyond
that, a departr,lent requires a certain amount of administration which: in the case
of graduate education (a very costly enterprise) includes a certain amount of
grantsmanship. These three, then --meritorious teaching, research, and adminis-
tration--appear to be the minimal functional requisites. Of course, there may
be others such as friendly, durable social relationships. However, it is generally
assumed that, as in most situations, such behaviors are reinforced by reciprocating
in kind rather than in terms of status, salary, etc.

Even so, and this must be obvious, an organization does not value,
it does not give status to the members of the organization, it is the members
who give status to one another. Thus, the only way for a status system to be
truly functional is for the members of the organization to value those things
which are manifestly functional for that organization. This is an important
point, and we will return to it later.

Before proceeding to the methods and to the results, a summary and
purpose may be in order:

(1) I do not propose to test whether status is actually earned by
providing valued attributes in behavior. Such a "causal" demonstration
requires an experimental rather than a correlational design which is used
here. While much informal evidence for such exchanges has been pro-
vided by Homans and Blau, the crucial experiments have yet to be done.
In this paper, then, I just have to assume such an exchange.

(2) I am not attempting to prove that a sub-set of the independent
variables' do in fact represent attributes and behaviors valued, by the de-
partments, in question. I have included as independent variables attributes
and behaviors which are. usually assumed to be valued in academia and I
will just assume that those which are allotted to status are in fact valued.

-5-



(3)- I- do. propose to test, insofar as it is possible to do so. with
data gathered in,the field;using multiple regression analysis,- for the .-
stimulus- response: chain postulated. in the above theory. Thus; the-pre-

,

sent investigation should clarify the nature- of and the 4.01060n:hip- bea.!
tween local and professional status, and in turn, their. relationship to
influence. and salary at least in. the graduate departments investigated.

(4) 1 am also proposing to test the form which the possible
chain of stimulus-respondent relationships will take in general. The de-
pendent variables are expected to be a multiplicative power function of
the independent variables ;n the multivoriate cases, and a simple power
function of the indtpendent variables in the bivariate cases. I consider
this a crucial aspect of exchange theory since it involves a detailed re-
lationship between input and output.

(5) Finally, in a gross way, I want to relate educational and re-
search-output to the status systems of the departments investigated. In
general I hypothesize that the educational and scholarly output of the
department. will be proportional to the degree the status systems reinforce
the attributes-and behavior.; which are manifestly functional for the de-
portment, i.e.,=,:nieritoriou; research, teaching, and administration in
that order.

METHOD

Th4.212kae itments Studied. The status systems in two graduate physics
departments were invettigated'.rot; were medium in size with 17 and 18 pro-
fessors, respectively. Department. Aranked in the 20s in the Carter Report
but Department B was not ranked at all, possibly because its Ph. D. program
was initiated in 1960. The faculty in Department A hesitated to cooperate;
they had been deluged in the past with "sociological qbestiorsnaires" which they
did not believe in, and some of the faculty were skittish about rating one another.
However, several consented to be interviewed and five sets of estimates were fi-
nally obtained. I was rather nervous about using just five faculty observers to
obtain an 'average, a collective representation of the faculty status system in
questian, but the results, tumid- out quite well. Averaging is usually done to
reduce measurement error and the more sets of measurement averaged, the bet-
ter. However, error variance- in Ais no larger than that obtained with
large numbers of observers in Department B.

Pepartment-B was .very cooperative. Only one of the faculty mem-
bers interviewed required Cf "soft sell" to participate; and-he for just a few
minutes.-- broil; .14 faculty observers: were used to obtain as many sets of estimates.



witssommemar4=gotrxerievratMe

In: addition;, in Ai 12 sets of estimates were obtained from advanced
gradUate-stvdents4 and in ;14. 16' sets,. These were from a sample of the gradu-
ate.-students in.residence,r the = advanced 'ones who had been in the department
for two -cerriore' l'also-attempted to get-estimates by. physicists. outside
of the two:departments. Invariably,- outsiders could estimate just co,e variable,
professional status, and then, if at all just for one to three of the "civics."
I interviewed: two deans only .to find. out that they could estimate neither sta"
tus-nor' the other variables with any confidence. Rather, it became quite ap-
parent that they. relied alniost entirely upon information given them by the chair-
man, his opinions as well as any factual material which he could or would pro-
vide them. Even so, it seemed to me that these deans clearly valued meritorious
publications and teaching in that order. I also found that the new faculty mem-
bers who had- ,been abroad less than a year could not give estinEtes with any
confidence.

I chose physics departments for two reasons: First, I rather guessed
that the status systems in pilysics would be rather clear cut, possibly because
their methods and scientific standards have a long respected history. Second,
I am something of a frustrated physicist, having had some training in the sub-
ject and having read some in the history of physics, particularly Aristotle,
Galileo, and Newton. Thus, I may have wanted to become acquainted with
the social world that I had missed in choosing the social sciences.

Miasurement. I personally interviewed all of the faculty observers.
My instructions were improvised each time but were approximately as follows:

Let's begin by having you estima te the merit of teaching of
the various professors in the department using a new technique cal-
led magnitude estimation. We'll start by having you pick someone
whose teaching is about average. Okay? (The observer would usually
hesitate a minute or more, perhaps ask a question, and then give a
r. acne.

If we set the merit of A's teaching equal to 100 units, then -

how good is B's teaching? if it is 2ft1/2 times us good, give him
a 250; a third as good, give him a 33; three-fourth, as good; 75.
Make, this number proportional to the merit of his and A's teaching
as you see= it. (After some-hesitation and perhaps questioning,the
observer would give a-number. )

If this merit of A's teaching is 100, how good is C',s reaching?
(Answer).:_py.s,,teciching? (Answer) F's? (Answer) and -so on. I

woul&PrOcegid to hoye-Jhe observers estimate the .merit.of teaching_of
each professor.

-7-



1 .. ----4.---E-:s--.::,:-._:-.2-zAti-- aLsiMilat-wait.,:l prociaded:;.--witIvallt -sof,ihirother..wariables,-,=ese.

1 taigishingi4rravrage,.-settinti-Aitpvitis::set eqbaly.tocaba...unifs,v,.then- estiMating,
nitu*S.-0*crratitwof thatc. standard: With each observer with each variebte,

1

.. . _Magnitude estimation;,i. .

-0.

ltried-to follow 0 differen order of presentation, although no system was used
..t.o....Risure that the order would be random.

The.foflowng variables were, measured .using

1

.ThOse..11401V.,-;_143f3n04--0),-f(419*;;::.,-., : - :... - .. , : -.:. ..

Local Status. The esteem, the prestige, the respect the professor
1 .,,,, ......;_.,enioys..in. th:s- department% : -

.. Professional- Status; The . esteem, the prestige, the respect.° pro-
fessor enjoys_ nationally, in the discipline.

a

-Merit of, Pul3lications. Quality and quantity taken together.
, . .

Merit of Teacliing. Quality and quantity taken together..

Professorial Demeanor. The degree he takes the role of a professor
outside oT the classroom.

Cordiality.

Likeability-- as a 'Person.

Influence or Power.

Merit of Administrative and Committee Work in the Department.
auality and,.quantity,Jaken.together.

Grantsmansfilip. The ability to obtaingrants for research and/or
teaching..

Your knowledge of 'he professor and his work.

Theo;.iduate)4tY4$14 werq:ixttilviev,ie,d,ithree: at ,q,-tini, by a research .assis.-.,-
tant,,Ray-$yanaveq... He.:.fol.lowod.-a similar procedure, except that :he used line

in.igilof,s-.Y#4,4.-Isr8y0.,f,:lesaribed-cin a preyious.,.report (Hamblin and Smith,,

, .... , .. . . .

i,--- .---,I.AhalytiS. Oeomolyiz -meary were, cal culated,for each of the.-. vari-
ables -,foriecay,-professor .fOr.each ,set, of observers. These, were ,then,trans-
formed:,-to !ogarithms and analyzed)N_Sing linear multiple regression - correlation

'r



analyiei which h--tondensid the equatiOni-by removing the Weakest variables,
cne at a time, to statistically significant relationships. Thus, the logarithmic
.forms.. of the hypotheses were _tested;

RESULTS .

So that the importance of status will be established, before.we con-
sider what earns It 'both professional and local, we will start with the results for
influence and salary.

Influence.- The hypothesis whi-ch derives from modern exchange theory
is that -the in or authority which a person enjoys in an organization will
be a .function of- his statu's in that organization. In a graduate departMent, this
means his local and not his professional status. The multiple regression results
which: test this hypothesis are given in Table Note that the professor's data
for both departments_ yield approximately the same answer. Influence is a func-
tion of iocal but -not professional status and quite surprising to me at least, the
functionTtrquatiOns for the two departments turned out to be almost-identical--
I = :9S0-.5 and 1-=..fiSL1-5.- Furthermore, the explained variance is rather high,
.83 -and- .87.

The results for the graduate.students are mixed at best, however. The
student-data from Department A did compare with the professor's data in that local
status turned out to explairi a significant portion of the variance, but the equation
is not even close (I'-= .94.'0), This is probably because students are in no po-
sition to estimate influence accurately. They are just not in the meetings where
faculty decisions are made. The cues they do pick up are evidently inaccurate.

Salary. In general, the hypothesis is that salary should be proportional
to status; 'in a-graduate department,' to local status. However, we noted that
with .today's rapidly 'changing salary schedules, in the better departments salary
may be -determined by professional stains. This is because offers are usually de-
termined by professional status, and because salaries are usually" raised to .match
outside offers. The multiple regression results are given in Table 2.

-Note that multiple -regression results for the two chairmen are almost
-identical. Salary is a function of local not professional. status and the explained
variance is similar;;-.57 and .53. -.This level -of explained variance is quite low.
With the Navy Salary-status data, the-median r2 for the estimates of any given
observer was circa .96 (Hamblin, 1966). It might indicate considerable distribu-
tive injustice in both departments.

f /`;,-1,
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Table The Relationshipb of Influence to Local and Professional Status

ridependent Variables.

Explained Variance°

Graduate Students ...Professors

Dept. A'

Local Status .70
Professional Status . . . .

Totals (R2).. . . ao

.11=111111.11/1111111.111111111MOMMIM1111

Dept... B Dept. A Dept. B

.

.74

.74

.83

.83

.87
.

.87

In the multiple regression-analysis, the beta coefficients where blank 4,,,k
spaces were not significantly different from zero, so the presumption is they con-'
trolled no variance:-:-'inllie-itepwiie candonsation- procedure used here =and in
subsequent; tiibles,,these-Vciriables whole, beta coefficients are not- significantly
differeThit;fritint-tera'are 'elinintited,Orte--ara time, ,the- wecikestlirsti so that only
the significant-` (10 percent- level, test) vari-ables- remain. Irr--these-

cases; : local -and:professional status were the independent- variables,- and one was
eliiiitiioted as shown. In general, variance may be partitioned in a multiple regres-
sion analysts using the following- equation:

R2/ 1131

2 11
where A; is the variance explained by the ith vortable,V" 1 is the absolute value
of the ith beta weight, R` is the multiple c7orkelation, and -413i I is the abso-
lute sum of ihe-beta weights of the, n independent- variables I included the anal is.

When there is just oiler independent variable-. left -as in these anal yses,A = R2..

bThe four equatiys are as follows: 1.1
A Professors I =- 09SL ' A -Students I = .9SL

B Professors 1 = .0851.1 B Students I = 1.6 Sp.5 .38
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attOiiShip of
Innen s,

Tonal

ar

9

Independent'
Variable,

ritfessort

Pept..A Dept.

Lo6al,Statysv:,, . .. .56

Professional Status. . . .80

lettifs -(1t9f-4. , .80 .56_

B Dept. 1)(94'01::

.57

,.57

.53

=where-ths;tblanks .are shown. were not significantly
'different, II x,enf Aoyel lwor;rtcii I -64:V test): irom zero :n--the:_4tepwise- con
llensirtica*ocedure -they ::were ;el iniinated. Presumably .'the 'variance ,explained in
'these instances- is--=near if not ,equal: -,to- zero. Since,.only one imispepdttnt variable
survived The- analysis (See -Table 1 the equation for V. )

f 4
"-.=,.....-"t...-

bThe equcitions based on the Professors' data are:

A Sm = 2478 Sp.

S =1335 S48
M L

The Chairmen's. data- yield the fol lowing:

:A. SM =.505 Se 7°

.23
= 4203 SL

IftleftleMISIMo*Wmormior



1

When all of the professors' esti mates are pooled or averaged via geo-
metric means, a rather different picture emerges for A, the nationally ranked depart-

nti. In A -salary is :4 function of professional status and the variance explained is
.80, Ai -parently,_in A the pooled estimates represent a more viable, accurate picture
of thc.f :operating status system than do the chairman's alone. In University A, it is
quite clear from- the interviews with the Dean, that the chairman's recommendations
Imgely_determine salary increases. However, 'it is -also quite obvious that the pro--
fessors dealt considerable influence _upon the chairmen; who evidently does not see
eye to 'eye "with! them on these matters. Their-pooled estimates of status are related
to salary much more than are the chairman's estimutes.

In contrast, the professors data from B appear to be quite consistent with
those of their chairman; in both cases local status explains about 55 per cent of the
variation in salary.

Even so, when R2 is less than .95, it is often better to rely on visual
ploti to- interpret relationships.: Analytical results often mask imrortont underlying
similarities.; this is particularly true when the independent variables ore highly correlated
as they are In this. case where lhe professors' estimates are pooled. The correlation between
local and professional status in A is .94 and in B, .85. While the causal implica-
tions of the ,pre4ious analysis are probably correct, the relationships between salary
and the professor's estimat es of local status is almost identical as may be seen in
Figure -J. Note that in both departments, salary is approximately a square root
function of local status (SM = cSL-5). To me, too, was a pleasant but sur-
prising congruency.

Equally surprising are the similarities in the deviant case analysis. in
Figure 1, 1 have circled and labeled those cases-whose incomes are out of line by
$1,500 or more. Note that in both departments there- is an older professor who is
an undergraditate teacher who is paid several thousand more then his local status
indicates. In each caw, the professor does not have a Ph.D., but he had earned
tenure via excellent teaching many years before the departments focused upon gradu-
ate teaching. One of these was interviewed, andhe was quite bitter about his low
status. Apparently,. in an attempt to etmperaate he spent much of his time degrad-
ing research and ;graduate education.

Also, in both departments,. one finds a pro with relatively low .local status
and a salary which is several thouiand more than his local status indicates. The one
whom I interviewed published heavily, was an effective grantsmcia, turned out Ph. D.
students, and had declined offers from first rate universities like -Chicago. However,
he stayed out of departmental business, did his teaching, and financed the best gradu-
ate students who worked on his research projects. He was aware of his relatively low
local, status arid reciprocated with a mild disdain, especially for those who were not
publishing well.

-12-
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fintslly, in -both departments there were several young profewrs whose
local itOt.,$,excescled their 'alaries by $1,500 or more. These were the good citizen
tots wit° were Valued-in their local departments but apparently were not receiving
outside offers, or had agoinit using such offers to increase their own salaries:
\nth,* in this case was appittentit its OM .00tiisfienent; these professors ware obviously
the exploited gtOupe-in the shelf run at lea*. They also represent the group Which
ouldlae raided Most effectively by other departments who could capitalize upon the
resentment they must feel.

Stotut Determinants-rt-PrOfessors' and ChainnenIsDoto. Having established
the importance stattis a tentinant o i uerscaary, let us turn to the
prior problem of the determinants of status, pnafeuional and then local.

Professional Status. The relevant data-are given in Tables 3 and 4, Look-
ing at the results of the professor's pooled data first, in Department A, note that pro-
fessional status turns out to be a function of three variables in order of importance:
merit of publications, professional age, and merit of teaching. There is some overlap
from the -chairman's data. As computed from his estimations, professional status is o
function of four variables: merit of publications'and professional. ;age--(two variablei.
which are on the professor's list), and likeability and the chairman's knowledge of
the professor and his work, two very particularistic variables.

In Table 3 note that for the professor's data in B professional status turns
out to be a function of two variables: Merit of publications and_merit of administrative
work. The local status results for B's chairman are something else again; his estimates
of grantsmanship turned out to be the only variable which significantly predicted his
estimates of professional status.

Local Status. Looking first at the results using the pooled estimates of
the professors in Department A, local status turns out to be a function of professional
status, professorial demeanor, and professional age (negative). A's chairman's esti-
mates of professional status and merit of publications are significantly related to his
estimates of local status.

In Department B, looking first at the, results from the professors' estimates,
local status was a function of quite a potpourri: professional status, grantsmanship
(negative), professional demeanor, likeability, professional age, and the observer's
knowledge of each professor and his work. The chairman's estimates similarly yield
a potpourri: local- status turned out to be a function of the chairman's knowledge of
the professor and his work, the merit of the administrative work of each of the pro-
fessors, professional age, professoriat demeanor, professional status, I ilasability, and
negatively, merit of teaching.

r14-
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a . 'Thek'lesulti give- soMewharvaried pictures of the status systems as
they appeared"fa operate to various observers in the departments. In passing, we
might note that the determinants of status which are functional from the point of
view-Of 1:1;grodilate- department -- merit of publication, ;merit of teaching, and pro-
fessorial deineanor. (the degree to which the professorial role is taken outside of the

.classroom, i.e., in tutoring, guiding research, :and so orth), are much mole heav-
ily weighted. in Department A than in Department 13". Department B gives more
weight -to: merit of administrative wotk, which, as .we have noted, maybe func-
tional to a graduate department. However, so does it give more weight to mis-
cellaneous items whose functions for the depaftment are somewhat questionable.

More about this problem later.

Status Determinonts--The Student's Data. The graduate students estima-
tions may reveal less about the departmental status system than 'the students themselves,
"and that about their socialization-as prospective physicists. A molar port of their
socialization is developing the appropriate values. What values, then, are suggested
by their data ? What evidently determines professional status? Again, in Table 5,
a potpourri:-

In Department A the professional status of the professors, as estimated by
the graduate students, is a function of merit of publications, likeability, negative
cordiality, the observers' knowledge of the professor and his work (negative), and
professional age. Local flatus is simpler: it is a function of merit of publications,
merit of administrative work, and (negatively) grantsmanship, in that order of import-
ance.

In Department B,professional status, as seen by the graduate students, is
.evidently a function of grantsmanship,- professorial demeanor, professional age, and
(negatively)- the observer's knowledge of the professors and their work. Local status

is again simpler, a function of professorial demeanor and professional status. Con-

spicuously absent from either list of determinants is merit of publications and merit

of teaching. A sad commentary.

I:partmental Productivty Finally, the two departments may be compared
along several interesting dimensions of productivity. In Department A, the merit of
teaching is, highly correlated With the- merit of research;- (r2 = .81). it is as though
profeitots,,hove.,4ifferential. abilities,and/or are -differentially motivated by the sys-
teM. However, the system, to the extent it is effedtive, motivates them to do

both teachi and ,publishing. =ln controst,. in Deportment B, the correlation be-
tvieen Morifaf tear a:n merit of publications is. quite -low (r2 = .29).. It- is

as though some professor: specialige in teaching and others in publishing. B's

system apPa'rentirdais 'nofmotivate the professors to 'do both well, or at least not

up to their natural ability. Also recall that in previous Tables 3, 4, and 5, that
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iw,DepartmentB--xteither4he:.-chairman!s-,,t11wprofessors', for the Students'- data- .show
meritorious teaching!:a determinant,-,a-,staNsw..prafessional.--or,Jocni;

-;Since. 196043 -Department A :has *.?graduated 4o: students, wi.tb the Ph.-D.
Thataverages,.about.,8 a- year. be..,--recalled-,... Department B's Ph. D:.:prOgram:
wisv.startedin.1960-61.,-.E 41965-66.* they;:hadlraduated a total of 8, students:

with the Howeker,-- for the---.196447L academic yecir, they hope to graduate

7 or 8-i: .a number almost -if not eqUiyalentjo. Department- ,A's recent average.

Neither department hat.done particularly well in socializing its graduate

students to. -have the values which-are functional for a -first rate :department of.phy-
sicsi it-, the rather miscellaneous determinants. of professional status as
found in Table!-4, the correlations between faculty and students estimates of profes-
sional- status are relatively low. r? is. -.81 and .66 in. Departments A and B, re-
spectively:, Betweerr.t.pe faculty and. student estimates of local status, the correla-
tion i rs even lower. is .74 and .62 for Departments- A and B, respectively.
These results suggest that Department A does. a better lob in socializing their grad-
uate students than Department B, but neither tire very great shakes. If both
professors and. students saw professional or local status the same. way, rZ would be
at least .98. The measurement procedures are that good.

Finally, Department A seems to be quite in a different class from B
when it comes to publications in physics: respectively, 82 to 12 theoretical and/or
experimental articles since 1960.

DISCUSSION

Influence. As expected, the pooled estimations of the professor's influence
turned out to be a power function of the pooled. estimations of local status. (The
power exponent. was 1.5 in the case of both departments.) The relationships were
not ,perfect; the es were: not circa .98, but much lower, .83 and .88 in Depart-
ments A and B, respectively. Actually, it is not to be expected that the corre-
lation, should be circa .98. Theoretically, there "are three factors which should
determine the avant of influence. a person should have in an organization: (1')

the-Mtbfotion_a; person has. to exert influence in an organization; (2) the -value
of .any reciprocation which -he can,%make in an. exchange; and (3)- his ability to
schedule his Nciprocation effectively.- number of professors who were interviewed
appeared to be,.awore ,the operation-of the first factor. When asked to estimate
power or influence,-, ,they-,coNntered with,:the-question- Is this the power or _influence
they could: exert_ in the. department,-or is it power or influence that they actually
exert?" Local status is relevant to the'secorid factor.- Presumably, loCal status gauges
the value of appravaVor expoip(4,satisfacticm ,as, :forms;..of reciprocation. However,
qs.the, experirnAllt4AVidenc,--(.;&41Ellis,-Pi 4;- ticmbiln,--1966) now clearly indicates,
the valuer of a reinforcer is only translated into influence. or power when it is made



properly contingent in an on-going social exchange. With children, for-example,
giving out reinforcers at the beginning of an exchange sequence resulted in very
little influence for the teacher, whereas when she used the valued reinforcers for
reciprocation to complete the exchange, she had almost maximal influence. Even

so, since local status which summarizes' the potential value of reciprocation of each
of the. professors predicts as well , the results' suggest' that it is the key-variable in
this situation, i.e.,. that most of the professors do choose to exert their influence
and most of them know how to schedule reciprocation effectively.

Salary. Also, the relationships predicted by the distributive _justice
-theory obtained rather well. In both departments,_ salary increased approximately
as a .5 power function of the pooled estima tes of local status. In neither de-
partment did the correlation approach .98; in fact, the lowest correlations obtained
in the study, r2 ranged from .53 to .68. Even so, the deviations from the expected
relationship appeared to have the consequences predicted from the distributiv'e justice
theory. Adams specifies the consequences of inequity conclude the following possi-
bilities for any given person. When the inequity favors the person, i.e., in our
terms when his salary is higher than would be expected on the basis of his local
status, he will (I) experience guilt, and in an effort to allay that guilt, (2) work
harder or do a better grade of work, or (3) he will distort cognitively, i.e., attack-the
status systems as being stupid. Recall this is what the undergraduate teacher did,
he devalued research and graduate teaching. Similarly,. the pro who held himself
above and thus devalued the local status system in Department B. Adams (1965)
further postulates that if the inequity results in a negative outcome for a person,
he will (1) 'be angry as postulated by Homans, but in addition will do something

about it, e.g., (2) a Iter his input by. working less; (3) by doing a poorer quality
of work; (4) leave the field, that is, get a job in another university; (5) alter
his outcome, that is, putting pressure on the chairman to increase his salary; or
(6) distorting his cognition, i.e., accept a status devaluation so his status is appro-
priate to the salary he is receiving. There were, of course, a number of professors
whose salary was lamer than that indicated by the local status. None of them com-
plained in the interview, possibly because such complaints would look like. status
striving and thus reflect negatively upon themselves. But there was one professor
in this category who was quite demoralized. One of his high status co! leagues
confided to me that he felt this man was one of the most sifted theoretical phy-
sicists that he knew; this was confirmed by student ratings and by his local status.
Yet, in talking to this theoretician it was obvioUs that he had accepted a relaz-
tively low status evaluation indicated by his salary. He had not bothered to seek
outside offers and was gradually sinking into oblivion, Thus, an inequitous status
system can be very damaging.

Distributive justice theory imples -that a perfect relationship between
salary and local status would result in a blissful equilibrium, but there is some
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question:, Hof course,: whether such relationship- is or feasible. Professors
develop :at unequal rates, and it is probably difficult to know precisely the yoke
of- his publications and his teaching and his other activities until the department
has had some chance to live with the results. Then, too, most universities are
typically tight en:money. The administrators often feel that they have to have
a- good-eXcuse to give people unusually high raises. Consequently, most chairmen
and most deans rely on the outside offer as the objective criteria for giving unu-
sually large -raises. This means that most professors whose professional status is in-
creasing rapidly will chronically be behind in salary, and consequently will be
chronically dissatisfied. Even so, it may be the only way a university can be
run. Furthermore, if the -professors were socialized appropriately, outside offers
are simply required to validate unusually rapid increases in professional and subse-
quently local status, it should not be too hard on people. However, it seems to
me that chairmen and deans could probably do much more than they do to use small
salary increases to achieve a more just or equitable relationship between local
status and salary. For one thing, the results suggest that chairmen could gather
more adequate data on the professors so that they would be responding to the de-
partmental status system rather than to their own idiosyncratic version of it.

The Subversion of Status Systems. Also, the results of this study
suggest that status systems-can in fact be subverted so that only part of the rewards,
the-status,. the salary, etc., go not to the professors who are providing the attributes
and behavior which are functional for the department. All too large a portion of
the- reinforcers were wasted on miscellaneous hike, e.g., likeability, professional
age, while functional behavior, e.g., meritorious teaching was not rewarded at
all.. Thus, these reinforcers were in effect squandered. Both departments A and B
had approximately equal salary- schedules to back up their local status systems. Yet
86 per cent of those reinforcers in Department A were exchanged for functional be-
havior and atrribures: for meritorious teaching (23%); professorial demeanor, i.e.,
acting like a professor outside of class in tutoring and guiding research, etc. (23%);
and. for meritorious publications (40%). Of the total, 14% appeared to be wasted.
In Department B on the other hand, 52% of the reinforcers were used in exchange
for the functional attributes and behaviors--professorial demeanor (15%); meritor-
ious publications (25%); and meritorious administration (12%). The remainder of
the reinforcers was wasted on likeability (12%), on discouraging grantsmanship
(21%), on variations in knowledge of the professor arid his work (4%), and on
professional age (7%).4

Significantly, the differences in the way the reinforcers Were used as
input resulted apparently in. large differences in output. The professors in "'Depart-
ment A were publishing at a Tate that was approximately seven times higher than
that of the professors in Department B. The output of Ph. D. 's was much higher
in A than in B (although this may not be a fair comparison), and in A, good
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teaching tended to be correlated with good publications. in other words, the sys-
tem in A tended to encourage both, but not so in B where the correlation (r2) was
.29.

It might,of course, be argued that the differential output of A and B
is a result not of the difference in the status systems, but a differential advantage
which the .two departments must enjoy in recruiting professors from the outside.
A differential recruiting advantage should have some effect, of course, but so has

the-status or exchange system. Experiment after experiment (cf. Ellis and Hamblin,
1966) has shown now that a programmed exchange system inexorably molds the
behavior of -the participants according to reinforcement principles and thus de-
termines the output of a system. In general, one may rely on the following rule:
Whatever behavior is reinforced by valued reciprocation in a repetitive or pro-
grammed exchange will increase in frequency until the cost of the behavioral
output will equal the value of the reciprocation. The corollary of this postulate
is: If a behavior is absent or is emitted at a very low frequency, then to increase
it in frequency, increase the value of the reciprocation accordingly.

The implications of these postulates are rather direct and obvious

for Department B. To increase their output both in the way of quality and quan-
tity of publication and in quality of teaching, they need only to allocate a greater
share of their reinforcer: to these functions. They might very well stop wasting
them on Iikeability- -(They are a congenialoroup anyway so why do they have to
pay mormy for it?); on the discouragement of grcmtsmanihip--(They need all of
the research and teaching grants they can .get; in particular the quality of their
students needs to be upgraded ..,onsiderably and the only way they can hope to
do this besides providing better education is providing better financial support.);
on ignorance--(They should become better acquainted with one another's work.);
on occupational age--(Who needs to reward people for getting old" They will
do it anyway.).

I
In this functional..evaluation, I have taken a rather hard line, and

perhaps it should be modified or at least an alternative discussed. In physics it
may be functional to include, a multiplier for professional age. Because of the
high obsolescence in a field which develops as fast as physics does, perhaps a
professional age multiplier does compensate the older professors for the constant
cost of retooling, so that the older a.professor becomes, the more hewould be re-

. warded for work- that is meritorious. Thus, such a multiplier could be functionally
important to maintain the viability of the staff as they giow older.

In considering the allocation of a department's resources, one might be
tempted; to hit upon a formula, say 50 % for meritorious publications;. 20% for
meritorious teaching in the classroom; 15% for meritorious tutoring or guidance
of student research projects, including dissertations; 10% proportional to merit



of administrative work; and 15% for a professional age multiplier. Such an al lo=
cation would be-appealing to some; but it- could be arbitrary and most unwise.
Alternatively, the approach could be strictly pragmtitic if the department is not
getting meritorious teaching from a number of their-better scholar-publisher types,
then according to the exchange poitulate, they should just increase -the relative
value of reciprocation for meritorious teaching. Similarly, if some of the good
teachers were not publishing, then the relative value of the reciprocation for
publication might be increased. The goal, of course, would be to achieve a
functional balance.

The Chairmen's Results. Implicitly throughout this study I have assumed
that the rear s raius system in ci department is a collective representation and that
the best approximation to this collective representation is the pooled estimates of
the professors. I may have been biased in these assumptions; however, the pooled
estimates of status are related to So/cry better than are the chairman's estimates.
This might indicate to a seasoned sociologist that it was the professors and not
the chairman who have the real power in a deportment; it is their vision, not
his, that wins out in the allocation of the hard resources. This appears to me
at least to be quite fortunate, because the results from the chciirraan's estimates
were hardly less than disastrous.. In both cases, the status estimates were influ-
enced.sharply by the chairman's- differential knowledge or ignorance of the various
professors and their work by the degree to which they differentially liked the v,.sr-

, ious professors and by other such miscellaneous items. In the case of Department
B, the chairman's estimates of professional status were almost totally determinedg

by his estimates of the various professor's ability to obtain grants. In his favor,.
he may have worked backwards; he may have used professional status to gauge
the potential ability of the various professors to obtain grants. Thus the results
may have beers spurious. Even so, the fact that meritoof publication, etc., did
not turn out to be a significant predictor of professional status would be enough
to make mat graduate professors wonder.

The facts are that both of these chairmen were popular in their respec-
tive departments, evidently because they are responsive to the needs and demands
of the professors and because they evidently rely to some extent on others' evalua-
tions as well as their own. In fact the present data suggest that all chairmen
would be wise to rely to a large extent on other professor's evaluations as well as

'on as much objective information as they can on the various professors, in par-
ticUlar when meeting. outside offers, when giving raises, and when giving pro-
motions. Some professors may feel squeamish about evaluating their colleagues,
but then they should be aware of how biased the views of one man, even their
chairman, can be.
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The Socialization- of Graduate. Students.- -Certainly in graduate- school
it is ane--thing'to iebrri how to 'do an experiment- properly; to develop:a. theory,
to account fot ii:tertain lucid: publishable-.paper, to-
make an:adequate presentation -in-a class -or- in-, a, seminar. But such is not all .

there is tothe professionalization 'of-graduate studentsa---- Somehow, they have to
take on the values which will allow them to function adequately in an academic
or some other -scientific .'organization.- In other words, to function well in a first
class. systeth which- values meritorious publications, meritorious teaching, etc., the
physicist -should,--of necessity; value these attributes and behavior too, as well
as be prepared to-provide them: From this vantage, the results of the graduate
students. are somewhat discouraging. They underevaluate .meritorious publication,
meritorious teaching, and they seem to be hooked on a number of miscellaneous
items that would be more appropriate for a gentleman's club than for an academic
department.

I would, for example, be much more comfortable with the results from
an unpublished study (Buckhoidt, 1966) of graduate student evaluations in the social
science departniant. This is a higher ranked department nationally than either of
the two included in this study. The professional status estimated by those gradu-
ate students turned- out to be a 1.1 power function of just one other set of es-
timates, those of merit of publication. In other words, these students evidently
took the hard line that the only way to obtain high professional status in a dis-
cipline is to publish well, in quality and quantity. This may not be completely
true. Scientific developments are often communicated. informally, via lectures
rather than by formal publications. Nevertheless, in the main, these students
may be correct in their estimations. At least, they are certainly better prepared
to operate in the discipline as a whole than graduate students in Departments A
and B who focused on things such as negative cordiality, likeobility, professional
age, or grantsmanship. Neither of these departments will likely produce many
graduate students who will compete well in the national discipline until they
ore professionalized with © much more functional set of values. As noted be-
fore, all too many of the graduates end up in third rate colleges and univer-
sities.

On Status Systems Generally. Classically, sociology has been domi-
nated largely--by the macrotheories of stratification of Marx , Weber, and Veblen,
and recently by,the Davis-Moore-Tumin controversy as to whether stratification
systems- -are= or are not functional.5 Marx clearly had-the- insight that status sys-
terns- could generate conflict, all kinds' of trouble, that status systems could be
come the important basis of different political organizations and ideologies.
Vablen recognized status systems as the prime incentive systems in society (other-
wise, people -would stop earning, and, buying when their basic biologic needs
were ;met-tather-than when they have ,finally outdone the Jones's, which for the
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vast major_ ifi is never). Both Weber and Veblen also recognized the importance of
status- in determining life Styles. Warner in:his-many community studies seemed to
have documented time and again these essential insights of Weber and Veb len. Of
course, Marx assumed that-stratification-'wai not functional, and essentially, Tumin
aitfued"-- the Marxian pOsitiOn -against Davis and Moore in that famous debate.

The exchange theory of stratification seems to have emerged quite inde-
pendently of these traditional streams of stratification theory. Blau and. his study of
the bureaucratic systems in two government agencies 'seems to have done the research
which provided Humans with his essential insight. As Homans was developing his
exchange theory of elemntary social behavior, which development was primaiily based
on the results of operant. conditioning studies, he evidently made a substantial epis-
temic leap--he realized suddenly that status systems involve an exchange and that
they have the various operating characteristics implied and the propositions quoted
first in this paper.

The exchange theory as it has been developed here differs somewhat from
that Of Homans. In the first place, Homans is obviously uncomfortable with mathe-
matical formulations. He stresses time and time again in his book that humans are
incapable of making ratio estimations, etc. (His may be characterized as a 10 per
cent of the variance determinism.) Obviously, I disagree with this. Second, he
seems to view all behavior as operant, whereas I view status phenomena as largely
being respondent in nature. While the theoretical stimulus-response sequence as
postulated here is similar to Homans., it is postulated with more detail and pre-
cision than one finds in Homans. These may seem like unimportant differences
since there is so much agreement, but the differences are important theoretically,
because the implications of the two approaches are so different..

For example, consider the Davis-Moore-Tumin controversy. It is more or
less irrelevant to the status exchange theory as it is developed by Homan!, and Ho-
mans never refers to that controversy. Not so with the theoretical position developed
here. if status phenomena is largely respondent in nature as suggested here, then
given that people value some things more than others, a status system will develop
automatically (because of the inexorable workings of associative conditioning). The
people have no choice at all about it. They do not have the option is Marx and
Tumin suggest they have, of doing away with stratification systems. Furthermore,
it is my position that people as long as they are alive will always value some things
more than others. Consequently, my position is that stratification systems will always
occur in human society,

However, and this, is where I disagree strongly with the Davis-Moore
positioni, status systems, although they develop automatically, need not be func-
tional. People apparently have some options, some choice in choosing what they
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value, and- in an oiganizcitian, for example, they may choose not to value those
things which are functional for the organization.

Having made a value choice, there will be consequences. It will be
reflected in the status system and in the output of the organization as we have seen
in this investigation. In my view there are hundreds of organizations which have
systems which are not -functional and which as a consequence run at a fraction of
their efficiency. In many cases, the organizational result is death or destruction,
sometimes quite voluntarily.-

Beyond such differences, present exchange theory of status as well as
Homans' version departs radically from Marxian theory of 'stratification with respeCt
to hypotheses about conflict and the equilibrating behavior which conflict produces.
Marx assumed that stratification per se generates conflict which in turn generates
various types of equilibrating an c VI. revolutionary behavior which ultimately will
destroy any stratified system and set up an alternative. He specifically assumed that
the way to avoid such probems is to design stratification out of society. This and
Homan'- version of exchange theory of status, in addition to assuming that stratifi-
cation is inevitable assumes that conflict occurs only under very special conditions.
i.e., to the extent that formal rewards are not proportional to status, to the extent
distributive injustice obtains. Furthermore, the present exchange theories of status
make the very strong assumption that in a completely egalitarian society where for-
mal rewards are all equalized that distributive justice is likely to be very severe.
The assumption is that in such groups certain attributes and behaviors will be val-
ued, e.g., competence, productivity, creativity, valor, etc., and that those
who differentially possess any such valued attributes and behaviors would feel the
sting of injustice, since differential costs are involved in their development and
provision, but there are no differential rewards. The prediction is quite straight-
forward if not anger and a kind of revolution, then a growing apathyand re-
duction in the output of the specific attributes and behaviors in question.

Finally, the present theory of stratification is the deterministic, but
there appear to be certain choice points. Thus, an organization via discussion
might develop a consensus about what to value, but that choice will quite auto-
matically determine how local status might be earned, which in turn determines
salary and influence. It will determine productivity to. a large extent, and con-
sequently, the ability of the organization to survive in competition with the like,
units. These set up another choice point. To the extent that it is aware of what
the situation is, an organization can apparently choose the degree to which distrib-
utive justice may be maintained. That choice, however, will determine the amount
of conflict present' in the organization. Thus; the present exchange theory of strati-
fication assumes that peaceful, productive- equilibria can be obtained in an organi-
zation, -but only to the extent the operating values are functional to the extent
distributive justice is maintained.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

r

Using ratio-methods developed in psychophysics, the status syslems of
two physics departments were investigated. The following are ,a summary of the
major findings and conclusions:

(1) Based on -pooled estimates by the professors themselves, the
amount of influence or power a professor has will increase apparently as a .1.5

. power function of the amount of local status which he has in the department.
This was true for 'both physics departments studied. The explained variance was
circa .85, .so other factors, i.e., the motivation to exert influence and the ability
to reciprocate effectively in a programmed exchange may account for some of the
residual variance.

(2) Based on the profes.vms' estimates, the amount of salary a professor
receives evidently varies approximately as a square root function of local status.
However, in the higher ranked Department A, professional status evidently deter-
mines salary, possibly because the professors' salaries are negotiated in part by out-
side offers and outside offers reflect professional .status more than local status.

(3) There was some evidence that deviations from distributive justice,
i.e., departures from the rule that salary increases as a square root function of

es
local- status, produce certain predictable consequences. The meager evidence
tamed during the interview suggested that salariei in excess of local status produce
guilt and ultimately a devaluation of the local status system. When salaries are
less than would be indicated by local status, the result is probably dissatisfaction,
a desire to leave the department and university, and at least in one case, where
the professor chose to stay, demoralization.

(4) Based on the professors' estimates, local status is determined in
part by professional status,_ although there is some variation as to the degree.

(5) Both local and professional status appear to be determined by a
potpourri of variables, some of which are probably not functional for the depart-
ments in their competition with other graduate departMents, e.g., likeability,
negative grantsmanship, and, possibly, professional age.

(6) Department A, whose status system was apparently based almost
entirely on meritorious publications and meritorious teaching inside and outside of

. the calssroom, published approximately seven times more articles than did Depart -
ment B. The incentive system evidently encouraged the good publishers to do good .

teaching and vice- versa--everyone apparently to the extent of their ability. Also
A's output of ,gradpates with the Ph. D. was much higher than that of B.
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"(7) The estimates by the chairmen of both departments resulted in
distortions of the status'systemS,as pictured by the pooled estimates of the profes-
lort-i7-Oniii61fisfditt were,a1Ways kit fUhttiarial foethe-dopcirtMentsz Apparently,
h0)41-fill thOSO' AiffereliteS4efeileit tOo -teribus, Sitict:r professore estimates appeared to
be M n}eg HébáttéèlOtëdtbsalarc.

(8Y-lhe estimates ôf the'gtadr.iate students in both departments resulted
in severe distortions of the status systems as pictured by the pooled estimates of
the prOfeifOliki itaiittOrtionewhith are much 'less- fUnCtionatfor the-department.
Thesereiiiltilifditeito that'bdfli departitienti have a serious problem of -sotialitation.
Graduertil'iidUckiti011 not only involves technical. competence but professionalization,
that is, thelite4IciatiOn of Offitudet and values -which will Ph. C). graduate
to adapt.viell-to- and to airtipete well in academic and/or research organizations.
Both deparkenis' place all -too many of their graduates in third-rate-universities
and Collegoi-and it was ,StigOted that this may be less a consequence of training
than of inadequate professionalir.ation.

(9) The results generally support the respondent exchange theory of
status outlined in the paper, in particaar, kilovilt note ive thooryinsplains
why Power fUnctions should ditetribe the relationships found in the data. Also,
the ,present investigation provides another relatively successful example of the

4 application of S. S. Stevens methods of ratio MeasureMent. to social psycho-.
logical .phenomenon.
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-FOOTNOTES

1. This vices net:ciscaCtlff found-tri cur previous study (Hamblin and Smith, 1966).
However, those data do suggest that local and professional status are dif.-

:ferent, being earned. in quite different ways. However, those data were
froin.giadvate students, whom as shall see, do not necessarily reflect the
status systems as seen by the professors or the administration.

2. This generalization appears to supported by a wide range of data. For two
straightforward physiological studies, see Hovland and Riesen (1940) and
Bartoihulc (1964, For two studies whichshow dramatically that a power
law describes -large numbers of perceptUal-motor learning' curves, see J. C.
Stevens. and.Scsvin (1962) and J. C. Stevens (1964). For two social psycho-
logical studies.which suggest & stimulus response law, see Hamblin et al.
(1963), and Sellin and Wolfgang (1964).

3. For prior studies which have suggested these hypotheses, cf. Ellis (1959),
Wilson (1q42), Coplow and McGee (1958). For prior essays suggesting the
distinction between local and professional (or cosmopolitan) status,- see
Merton (1957) and Gouldner (1957).

4. These percentages were calculated so that the measures of partitioned explained
variance which are standardized exponents so that for Department A:
log Si. = + .17 log D .68 lag Sp - .11 log-Ap (1)

log Sp = + .25 log T + .44 log P + .28 log Ap (2)
Substituting (2) in (1), it is possible to calculate the percentages:

log Si.= + .17 log
.11 log Ap

= + .17 log

D + .68 (.25 log T + .44 log P + .28 log Ap)

+ .17 log T + .30 log P+ .08 log Ap

(3)

(4)

However, because of the subtractions of Ap, the base of (4) is changed from
96 to 72. So the equation is restandardited-toobtain:
log S = + .23 log D + .21 log T + .40 log P + .11 log Ap (5)

For Department B:
log = + .12 log L - .21 log 7,1..04 lag K + .39 log Sp + .07 log Ap (6)

log = + .64 log P + .31 log Am

log
Substituting (7) in (6):

tt ./1".0i Ap

=,.. 4. .12 log I. -

.21 log G + .04 log K + .39 (.64 log P + .31^ log AM)

(7)

(8)
.21 log G + .04 log K + .25 log P + .12 log Am + .07Ap
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fOrintrioductory-samples of work by these classical' authors and for an extended
bibliography, see- Bendix and Upset (1966).
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